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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The study aims to identify the key elements required to equip and develop individuals 

operating in junior management and supervisory positions. The display by 

incumbents of successful team functioning and effective practices to ensure 

optimized operations within the Coaltech stakeholder groups is the desired outcome.  

 

The methodology employed included a literature review on previous research 

undertaken in this field. Questionnaires regarding management and development 

practices, as well as participant observation and both structured and unstructured 

interviews at three mines, namely: Ingwe’s Douglas Colliery; Sasol’s Twistdraai 

colliery and X-strata’s Tavistock colliery. 

 

Social, economic, technological and political changes have occurred in South Africa 

at a rapid pace over the past two decades. Ever changing outside forces have 

influenced individuals at a personal level and have presented major challenges and 

required that new approaches be adopted in order to survive in the workplace as a 

manager. In particular the major changes have encompassed: a tendency to move to 

flatter and leaner organizational structures; outsourcing of certain services and 

functions; the splitting and specializing of certain core functions such as industrial 

relations, health and safety; functioning with self directed teams; production and 

creation of technological and structural processes that optimize production and cost 

savings and place additional pressure on managers to drive them; implementation of 

transformational versus transactional leadership; and incorporation of network 

computers and IT processes. 

 

Ideally management and development programmes should include the following 

elements: equity based recruitment practices coupled with psychological testing and 

assessment; promotions should be based on career planning and selection 

committees; development should be self-driven with support from management and 

regular appraisals, based on objectively defined measurement criteria; technical 

development should consist of compulsory training and tertiary qualifications should 
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be encouraged, as well as knowledge of project management, computer literacy, 

legal and health and safety; management training programmes should be in place 

and the following cognitive and or business skills require attention- finance and 

accounting principles; production skills; industrial relations; human resource 

development; administrative skills; quality ; ability to interpret management 

information; analytical ability; sound judgment; creativity; decisiveness; flexibility; 

planning organizing and controlling; initiative; conflict resolution skills; written and oral 

communication ability; presentation skills; and problem solving ability.  

 

When testing management development with individuals at the collieries it became 

evident that there are many factors that inhibit successful development of junior 

managers. Junior managers are so pressured for time and they have so many 

organizational activities to attend to that effective management and operational 

excellence becomes dysfunctional. They are forced to adopt an ad hoc management 

style. Despite attempts to teach more modern or scientific/systematic styles of 

management, managers tend to revert to traditional forms of operating. They prefer 

to provide practical demonstration as opposed to reliance on training programmes. 

While this has merit, there exists the danger of eroding the theoretical and technical 

base of learning. This further leads to a disjunction between a coherent suite of skills 

development on offer and actual underground practices. Junior managers are often 

forced to work across occupational levels due to incapacity and/or incompetence; this 

results in organizations being “dragged down.”  In many mines the culture is so 

pervasive that it is difficult for individual leadership styles to influence the job. In the 

various mines visited the mentorship and managerial support is mixed and varied, 

resulting in varying degrees of stability and junior management success. Where on 

the job mentoring was evident, performance was optimal. Where transformation was 

successfully being implemented leaps in productive efficiencies were evident and 

where transformation was less successful, tensions existed. Fast-tracked junior 

managers generally lacked sufficient work experience, but the gap could be bridged 

where individual mentoring was taking place. Although training is generally useful it is 

insufficient for the broad range of competencies required. Where “new generation” 

managers do exist and adopt a participative style of management, initiative and team 

building, teams performed better on average. 
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In conclusion, it appears that significant amounts of training are provided and that 

junior managers and supervisors are highly motivated and committed. Despite this, 

development of junior management remains problematic. It is recommended that the 

following exposure be provided to supervisors: commercial exposure; financial and 

accounting principles; knowledge of production, technical processes, industrial 

relations and human resource development. In addition, administrative skills and an 

understanding of quality specifications, standards, processes and controls are 

necessary.  This could be achieved by simplification of frameworks and policies; clear 

allocation of tasks and responsibilities; self-development; life skills; proper 

mentorship; objective measurement criteria and systems to track and prompt growth 

and development.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The role of supervisors and junior managers has been found particularly critical as 

management systems advance towards a more progressive and participative 

paradigm.  The required characteristics, skills and competence of personnel 

operating in these functions are changing.  The challenge of the situation is 

compounded as newly qualified individuals from historically disadvantaged 

backgrounds are steadily starting to occupy positions, which were traditionally white.   

 

The study aims to identify the key elements required to equip and develop individuals 

operating in junior management and supervisory positions in order that they display 

successful team functioning and effective practices to ensure optimized operations 

within the Coaltech stakeholder groups. It will result in a guideline around success 

factors; performance barriers; appointment criteria and selection; training, particularly 

at the level of management advancement and development; and mentoring. 

 

Implementation of the guideline will assist mines in further implementing an enabling 

management environment where the skills and experience of the general workforce 

is used to maximum effect, as well as responsibly achieving affirmative action targets 

for development of a strong cadre of professional staff from historically 

disadvantaged backgrounds, in line with the Based Socio-Economic Empowerment 

Charter for the South African Mining Industry 

 

The report will be divided into four areas, which will address: 

1. A Literature review on current supervisory practices and the various skills, 

ranging from people skills to technical, legal and managerial skills, as well as 

key attributes of effective supervisors and junior managers, that are required 

to ensure organisational effectiveness within the Coal mining operations. 

2. Identification of effective and ineffective supervisory and junior management 

practices within the Coaltech stakeholder operations. 

3. Recommendations and a set of guidelines to improving effective supervisory 

and junior management practices within Coaltech stakeholder operations. 
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4. Brief description of the challenges facing women within the Coaltech 

stakeholder operations. 

 

2.   METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED 

 

2.1. An overall literature review was conducted to ascertain any previous studies 

conducted pertaining to management and development practices for junior 

managers and supervisory personnel within the Coal Mining operations, as 

well as collation of data from the experiences of staff that have operated within 

this arena, as background information.  

2.2. Questionnaires were administered to collect data pertaining to the mines 

overall management and development practices and programmes. 

2.3. Participant observation was used to enable the researchers to accompany 

and engage with respondents in their daily rounds as unobtrusively as 

possible, for the purposes of observing the effects of and implementation of 

the management and development programmes that junior managers and 

supervisors are exposed to. 

2.4 Structured and unstructured Interviews were further conducted at: 

• Ingwe (Douglas Colliery) with the following respondents: 

 

- Mine overseers (main respondent) 

- Production Manager (superior) 

- Mine overseer (peer) 

- Acting shift boss (subordinate 1) 

- Shift Boss (subordinate 2) 

 

• Sasol (Twistdraai Colliery) with the following respondents: 

 

- Shift Boss (main respondent) 

- Production Manager (superior 1) 

- Mine overseer (superior 2) 

- Shift Boss (peer) 

- Miner (subordinate) 
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• XStrata (Tavistock Colliery) with the following respondents: 

 

- Mine Overseer (main respondent) 

- Mine overseer (peer/ superior) 

- Shift Boss (subordinate) 
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3. REVIEW OF PAST MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

PRACTICES 

 

3.1 Change within the coal mining industry 

 

Social, economic, technological and political changes have occurred in South Africa 

at a rapid pace over the past two decades. Ever changing outside forces have 

influenced individuals at a personal level and have presented major challenges and 

required that new approaches be adopted in order to survive in the workplace as a 

manager. 

 

The implications of the changes that have occurred have also presented challenges 

that organisations have had difficulty in meeting, and this note will attempt to identify 

the main areas of impact that are possibly still not being fully addressed and are 

consequently impacting the success of development programmes. 

 

The ability to deal with change is a major challenge for both organisations and 

individuals. The progress and survival of an organisation relies heavily on the ability 

to adapt to change, but at the same time organisations have to implement change in 

a manner that ensures it is achieved through and with the individuals whilst 

additionally satisfying their personal aspirations. 

 

To gain some insight into the implications of change on organisations, and 

consequently on successful career development it is necessary to recognize some of 

the main factors that have come into play in the Coal Mining Industry.  

They are: 

• The tendency to move to flatter and leaner organizational structures 

• Outsourcing of certain services and functions 

• The splitting and specializing of certain core functions such as 

industrial relations, health and safety. 

• Functioning with self directed teams 
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• Producing and creating technological and structural processes that 

optimize production and cost savings and place additional pressure 

on managers to drive them. 

• Implementing transformational versus transactional leadership 

• Incorporating network computers and IT processes. 

 

The other areas of change that have been evolving are that the individual in society 

is now much changed from the one organisations were used to in the 1980’s and on 

whom much of their planning and methodologies and processes were based. 

 

Equally the move from a policed apartheid state to a democratic dispensation that 

allowed equal rights to all South Africans changed a compliant unquestioning 

workforce into a unionized, questioning and often recalcitrant nightmare for many 

managers and supervisors who were not equipped to manage this new phenomenon. 

 

On the socio-political side, government leveled previously tilted rights and obligations 

in the spheres of legal and social responsibility very strongly in favour of employees 

as opposed to employers and this created new challenges for supervisors and 

managers to master. These included specifically: 

 

• Labour legislation that empowered unions and required new processes, 

procedures and skills to manage union conflict, individual performance and 

disciplinary issues. 

• Safety and health legislation that made the responsibility of managing 

subordinates increasingly onerous. 

• Inflation and competitiveness which forced managers to become more cost 

efficient usually through the combination of labour reductions and technical 

innovations, both of which required new skills. 

• Legislation requiring the acceleration of HDSA candidates into previously 

inaccessible positions which had a double edged effect as it was achieved by 

creating space through retrenchments, early retirements and voluntary 

termination arrangements, which resulted in huge losses of skills and 

experience at the coal face operational level. This was exacerbated by the 
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replacement of these lost skills with less experienced individuals with a new 

generation of attitudes and work ethics that were foreign to management.  

• The basic fundamentals underpinning the education and teaching institutions 

that form the foundations of how individuals perceive learning are incongruent 

with the requirements of flat team based organisations. Individuals are forced 

to work alone and to keep key information to themselves in pursuit of good 

grades at school and university. Individuals at work must adopt the opposite 

behaviour and must share and build on the efforts of others to be successful.  

• The imminent implementation of the Mineral and Petroleum development Act 

has now bolstered the requirement for Historically Disadvantaged South 

Africans (HDSA) involvement at all levels of management, and added more 

impetus to government demands for the introduction of more woman into the 

mining workplace. 

 

 

Despite these far-reaching changes however, the underground workplace manifests 

remarkable continuity and remains relatively impervious to certain desired forms of 

change. 

 

The extensive body of research of the Chamber of Mines Research Organisation 

conducted over the past fifty years confirms this.  What gradually seems to emerge 

from this singularly impressive body of practical research is the uniqueness of the 

underground mining environment.   Excellence in supervisory performance is 

increasingly seen as the capacity of personnel to respond to ‘the circumstances of 

the job.’   Perhaps more than any other formal workplace, skills and competencies 

are learned on the job. The impact of training to enhance productivity and safety 

continues to suffer the problem of the ‘transfer’ of new skills – whether this relates to 

new forms of work organisation, the inculcation of new attitudes or attempts to 

change the occupational and work cultures of underground mining personnel.1   

 

                                            
1 Mr Fred Kruis. Head of Anglogold Technical Development Centre, Mponeng Mine (Personal 

Communication) 
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While a review of the research indicates that training initiatives are generally well 

received by underground mining personnel, these initiatives often bump up against 

entrenched occupational cultures rooted in actual operating procedures of the of the 

underground workplace. Alternatively, such training programmes are not aligned with 

broader and more integrated forms of industrial re-organisation and restructuring. 

 

It is common knowledge that mining personnel - from team leaders through to mine 

overseers - will sharply distinguish to new recruits or recent trainees that the 

underground workplace ‘is not the mine school’. Men underground appropriate the 

full weight and authority of the industry in the workplaces under their immediate 

control to ensure compliance.  The command style structure remains in place.  This 

often involves the explicit and self-conscious ignoring of established working 

procedures and mine standards. (See Masipa and Mauer 1973:7) Changing this 

deep and historically entrenched culture constitutes the present challenge to the 

industry and goes to the heart of the task at hand. 

 

Yet this challenge is not new.  Forty years ago the Chamber researcher Jensen 

articulated it this way: …”By adopting a round-table approach to the training and 

development of personnel which cuts across an authoritarian system of superior 

subordinate relationships, can contribute to sound communications and to stable, co-

operative relationships within a company.  (Jensen 1969:127)  While this approach to 

management has been in vogue for some time in the leading mining houses and 

companies, implementation is now required under changed conditions in forms of 

work organisation. 

 

Political democratisation, economic liberalisation and legislation requiring racial 

equity require new and more sophisticated forms of supervision and managerial 

strategies.  

  

In the current climate the turn to teamwork within the mining industry is set to stay. 

(van Deventer 1995)  Yet despite strides in the direction of self-managed and self-

directed work teams, teamwork within the industry is presently in its infancy in 

relation to international experience.  A fully developed self-directed or self-managed 

work team displays an impressive set of characteristics, not least of which are a 
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range of managerial skills and competencies. (Yeatts and Hyten 1998) This is not to 

deny the continuing importance both of the team leaders2 of self-managed teams as 

well as their managers.  It is rather the nature of the relationship between the teams 

and appropriate forms of supervision and management that need to come into focus. 

 

The work team is rapidly absorbing greater areas of responsibility underground.  It 

has increasingly been sanctioned to exercise a more rounded and versatile set of 

tasks, some of which workers in fact historically performed. (See Momberg1981:21) 

 

As the self-managed team encroaches on what was previously the terrain of 

supervision and line management and absorbs a range of functions previously 

organised and co-ordinated by supervisors and managers, a logical question arises.  

To what extent are supervisors and managers at production level required in the 

mining section of the future?   

 

On the one hand the supervisory role, which has long been more extensive than 

realised, has been changing and is likely to change further.  On the other hand – as 

this literature review shows – there are crucial aspects to the job that research has 

shown remain resistant to change.  Meanwhile a spate of changes is in the process 

of implementation and is continually  under review. 

 

It is common wisdom for instance that in the current organisation of competent 

continuous miner sections, the miner is well nigh redundant. Yet the miner’s 

motivational role can and has been observed to be crucial in well performing 

continuous miner sections. While this may be contentious, his removal from 

production is likely to follow that of the team leader and the loss of a role with the 

collapsing of the shift and mine overseer into that of the section supervisor on some 

collieries.  

 

The current designation of mine overseer on coal mines is in fact often somewhat of 

a misnomer, the role of which is in effect that of a deputy to the mine manager and 

                                            
2 Team leaders have generally been dispensed with where teams have been introduced in the mining 

industry, not always with optimum results. 
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whose position the mine overseer currently assumes on at least smaller coal mines. 

This role, however, remains pivotal and is a specific focus of this research. 

 

There have been other changes. The introduction of SMME’s on some collieries has 

yet to meet with success. There has been a cutting back on out-sourcing certain 

functions to contractors on other mines across the industry. A series of divisions 

within organised labour has immeasurably complicated human resource functions.  

The shift away from provision of company housing has meant more complicated 

travel arrangements, longer hours spent traveling to and from work, resulting in 

fatigue and having implications for productivity.  Cost cutting has not always been 

occurring in the right places. Alignment of training initiatives has not always been 

optimally integrated within organisations.  (Ashworth et al 2003) 

 

It is within this climate of rapid change and flux that the effective supervisor and 

junior manager is sought as many collieries perform at standards of international 

excellence achieving 100 000 short tons per month in a standard production month, 

an ambitious aim twenty five years ago. (Smith and Veress 1984) 

 

3.2 Reviewing industry research on the roles of management 

 

More than twenty five years ago in very different both political and business 

circumstances, Masipa and Mauer submitted a report in 1974 to the Human Sciences 

laboratory entitled “The evaluation of the training of team leaders in management 

principles on a colliery”.  The findings remain instructive. 

 

The report starts by highlighting that the job of the team leader was considerably 

more complex than initially thought. (Masipa and Mauer 1974:i) An analysis of the 

stoper’s job had previously revealed similar findings. (Jensen, De Ru and Strohbach 

1966) The role of both team leader and stoper were found to be essentially 

supervisory roles.  These roles have either partly collapsed or been absorbed into the 

new team-based form of organisation.  Nevertheless, what is important here is to 

glean from past investigations something of the nature of supervision underground. 
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The team leader as the supervisor: 

In 1950 Hildick-Smith found that “The immediate discovery that, in general, 

underground officials knew little or nothing of what boss boys did or were supposed 

to do: this in many cases applied to the miners.” (Quoted in Hewitt 1973:3)  While this 

may be surprising, it remains the case that how team leaders or even more 

importantly – informal leaders within teams, actually perform their supervisory role 

often remains a closed book.  This has major implications for supervisory roles, which 

are anticipated to interface more directly with work teams than before. 

 

In 1954 the researcher Ford ‘reiterated powerfully the importance of the supervisory 

aspects of the boss boy’s job in addition to the more technical aspects”.  (Hewitt 

1973:4)  In 1966 the researcher Hall’s study went further and asserted that “ the 

management concerned did not have a clear appreciation of what the job entailed” 

(Quoted in Hewitt 1973:7).  This lead to detailed job analyses of the stoping and 

development ‘boss boys.’  

 

The motivation for this was to enable the development of rating checklists, which 

could be used as criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of ‘boss boy’ selection 

procedures. There is extensive research on the supervisory role of the team leader. 

(Mauer 1969, Hewitt 1973, Masipa and Mauer 1974, Momberg 1981, Moerdyk 1983 

and Fone 1984,1985,1987 and Fone and Veldsman 1989) 

 

What is important about this research is that it minutely details needs assessments 

for training and evaluation of the team leader as first line supervisor and within which 

an important core of practical mining working knowledge is embodied.  These men 

often went on to be CM operators or continue to provide informal leadership, 

guidance and supervision within the teams in which they are embedded under new 

circumstances. The research on the role of first line of supervision, this reviewer 

contends, embodies lessons for the future.  

  

The Stoper as a supervisor: 

Research on ‘European’ personnel is scant by comparison to that conducted with 

regard to workers and team leader supervisors in particular. “There has been little 

research into the abilities of European mining personnel…   ”The small numbers of 
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investigations that have been carried out have had few, if any, practical 

consequences”. (Jensen 1969:24)  This appears to have remained largely the case 

over the years. A colleague of Jensen, AC Lawrence, in the same year, however, 

produced a series of eight reports from February through to June on motivational 

factors among production shift bosses. (Lawrence 1969) Both researchers were 

following on from Glass’s sociological analysis of motivational factors among a group 

of stopers, shift bosses and mine overseers. (Glass 1967)  Lawrence and de Ru 

followed up these studies by examining the improvement in motivation of shift bosses 

in a gold mine  by means of a detailed case study. (Lawrence and de Ru 1970)  

 

While the importance of the supervisory role has long been appreciated, the training 

around supervision attracted researchers’ attention.  At the Chamber of Mines 

Training College and the Colliery Training College aspects of supervision were taught 

in combination with technical aspects of the miner’s job. Two researchers’s argued 

however that “it can readily be shown that these supervisory skills are taught on a 

very elementary level. Supervisory skills, however, make up a significant portion, if 

not the significant portion, of the miner’s job.” (Fone and Veldsman 1989:11) 

 

Given the complexity of supervisory skills, a recommendation that “supervisory skills 

training must be given separate, detailed and in depth attention” was made (Fone 

and Veldsman 1989:11) The current task aims to investigate to what extent this may 

have been followed through and taken practical effect within the industry. 

 

The supervisory role of the shift overseer: 

A major theme regarding what supervisors continually express as their greatest need 

is a greater measure of personal autonomy and control over their own jobs. John 

Fone (1985:28) quoted the research of DH White conducted as early as 1976  with 

regard to team leaders that “The team leader could be given more control over the 

organising of his materials, equipment and labour”. Not only did this not occur to any 

meaningful degree, but also this remains a huge problem at even higher supervisory 

levels.  Despite encouraging shift overseers to assume greater responsibility in this 

regard by means of the devolution of budgets, shift overseers were found on one 

gold mine to have been kept in the dark about their own budgets by their mine 

overseer.  The reason for this was that the bonus awarded to mine overseers was 
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dependant on cost cutting, thereby often having the effect of hampering the timeous 

and adequate supply of materials and equipment – including mine support – to the 

face.  This problem is almost undoubtedly the single biggest problem in mining, 

followed by machinery breakdown and in coal mining in particular, low availability 

times for the continuous miners. In May 1978 when the world record was set on the 

local coalfields at what was then Tavistock, the availability of the 12CM ran at 81,5%! 

(Smith and Veress 1984)  What emerges here is that changes to job routines and 

attempts to gain deeper levels of commitment were not and often simply are not 

integrated and aligned with other aspects of the job, in this case, the reward system.  

 

It is an implacable fact that the shift boss or shift overseer has been and remains 

over-burdened. Shift bosses have traditionally been and still do experience their role 

as a buffer between management and the miners. This research resonates all too 

clearly with findings of the past.  A number of key aspects of the shift and mine 

overseers’ job are noted below: 

 

• Value proper planning 

• Require an adequate supply of labour and materials. 

• Experience unsatisfactory relationships at work 

• Require a clearer view of their functions and responsibilities. (Nativel and 

Strohbach 1967:100) 

• Express a need for greater job autonomy  (Natival and Strohbach 1967:101) 

• Require the creation of new communication channels. 

• Feel the need for ‘a real change in authority and organisational status’ (Natival 

and Strohbach 1967:101) 

• Expect recognition, encouragement and appreciation. 

• Feel that too many demands are made on them 

• Expressed happiness when the quality of leadership from superiors was good. 

• Feel they have insufficient authority 

 

In addition it is worth noting that: 

• Shift bosses who had received training through the now defunct GMTS were 

apparently better adapted to the job. 
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• This level of supervision constantly noted the requirement of good planning, flow 

of materials, labour and adequate equipment. 

• “From the sociological studies it was found that in supervisors, men look for 

technical skill, a good channel of communication and that they allow some 

autonomy and independence on the job.”  (Wyndham 1965) 

•  “Research has found that the supervisor plays a key role insofar as his 

subordinates expect him to attend to, not only production requirements, but also 

to their own problems, both personal and work related, if the authority of the 

supervisor is to be seen as legitimate”. (Schuitema 1987, Quoted in Fone and 

Veldsman 1989) 

 

The mine overseer as supervisor and manager: 

A generation ago only two studies had been conducted of personnel at the 

managerial level. (Bohr 1967 and Glass 1967)  Yet, as Jensen pointed out, “the tone, 

character and efficiency of an organisation are determined by the quality of its 

management”. ( Jensen 1969:123)  Jensen went on to assert that “personnel 

research in the industry has always been excessively bottom-heavy (confined to the 

lower ranks)” and that “it is important that it should not continue to be so.” (Jensen 

1969:124)  

 

This situation appears not to have changed. No single study dedicated to research 

regarding the mine overseer was identified.  Aspects of this job category are dealt 

with in a number of more general reports.  The following pointers identified over the 

decades, however, served as important archival confirmation of recent research 

findings, but need to be tested throughout on a systematic basis. 

 

Mine overseers: 

• Expressed a preference for oral as opposed to written communications. 

• Enjoyed meeting production targets. 

• Required greater recognition and assessment. 

• Rejected the policy of encouraging staff mobility and job rotation. 

• Wanted improved relationships between production and engineering personnel. 

• Considered that upward communication was a problem. 
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• Considered that consultation was seen as one-way communication. 

 

While no problems of a serious nature were identified by researchers in the past, it is 

interesting that it was considered that where they did exist they “probably related to 

the problems of mining itself and to the organisational and socio-psychological 

factors inherent in the industry as it exists under present conditions”. ( Jensen 

1969:125)  Researchers were found time and again to point to the broader context in 

search for explanations of discrete processes, events or behaviours. 

 

Perhaps the two most important factors signaling success at this level is the capacity 

to maintain the stability of gangs by severely restraining inter-section transfers and 

ensuring close supervision of personnel in the section. (Ford in 1950 quoted in Mauer 

and Lawrence 1972) Both factors were confirmed in recent Deepmine and 

Futuremine research. 

 

What men require of supervisors 

The point of a literature review is to glean the valuable nuggets of knowledge from 

the past and prevent reinventing the proverbial wheel. The following list of 

characteristics of good and poor supervisors is all the more remarkable for how it 

makes sense in the present and remains relevant to the future. The research 

conducted nearly forty years ago is based on in-depth interviews of 24 stopers 

conducted by an interviewer fully cognizant and familiar with mining conditions. 

 

A good supervisor 

• Knows his job ( is efficient and so gets co-operation)   42% 

• Gives concrete instructions and sees that they are carried out  38% 

• Treats his labourers kindly and fairly      16% 

• Is practically minded          4% 

 

A poor supervisor 

• Is either lazy or hasn’t the experience to give good instructions  

and follow them up        38% 

• Always shouts and finds fault       21% 
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• Allows his gang to give back-chat and so gets no co-operation  17% 

• Is always shouting, but does not know his job    12% 

• Is not practically minded       12% 

 (Jensen, Strohbach and Bold 1965:12) 

 

The circumstances of the job: 

“that effective leadership may be a product of the circumstances of the job rather 

than of the personal attributes ….” (Hewitt 1973:21) 

 

The challenge of responding efficiently and safely to the ‘circumstances of the job’ 

requires detailed analysis in the course of this task.  Mining personnel consistently 

stress the critical value of their brute experience in being able to mine effectively.  

This implies that there are no shortcuts to effective mining and that this experience 

must be interrogated in depth and transmitted in a way, which does not reinforce rigid 

command-style managerial strategies where subordinates are compelled to perform 

job tasks in a manner that contradicts their own experience. A key factor here would 

appear to be the confidence subordinates have in their supervisory and managerial 

leadership.  A number of essentially simple key characteristics or attributes of best 

leadership practice have emerged from previous research. 

 

Workers appreciate a measure of interest, understanding and empathy by 

supervisors in their personal issues. The need to take unscheduled leave to attend to 

domestic issues stands out as a major concern for workers.  Where a supervisor or 

manager assembles the team, motivates the reason why a particular worker needs to 

go home, ensures their agreement and makes arrangements for covering the job by 

mutual assent, such supervisors receive high praise from workers.  

 

Supervisors who ensured regular supply of equipment and materials engendered 

productive and satisfied work teams. Interpersonal behaviour has long been noted as 

of paramount importance. (Mauer 1969:42) A supervisor’s style of supervision has 

also long been deemed important. (Mauer 1969:32) This increasingly came under 

closer scrutiny as the research task progressed. 
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4. “IDEAL” FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES WITHIN THE 

COAL MINES 

 

The following table highlights the areas and their sub-components, required to successfully develop junior managers and 

supervisory personnel within the coal mining operations: 

 

Table 1: Development of junior management and supervisory personnel: 
 

 

STRATEGY AND STRUCTURE 

 

PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

FACTOR 

 

 

CRITERIA 

 

MEASUREMENT 

1. HRD STRATEGY 1.POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES 

 

    

 1.1 Recruitment 1.1.1 Equity based Equity plan 

  1.1.2 Interviews Weighted average records 

  1.1.3 Psychological testing and assessment Scoring 

    

 1.2 Promotion and 

appointment 

1.2.1 career plan Plan 

  1.2.2 Identification processes Policy/ procedure 

  1.2.3 Career path (automatic) Feedback from committee/ training programmme 

  1.2.4 Criteria used  
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  - Anonymous profile to committee before short listing is 

undertaken 

- Final Selection Committee 

- Final selection by responsible manager 

- Weighted average 

- Records 

- Procedure 

- Procedure 

    

2. TRAINEE DEVELOPMENT 2.1 Competency based 

development 

2.1.1 Management driven Policy 

  2.1.2 Self-driven Policy 

  2.1.3 Career development  Programme 

  2.1.4 Career management Programme 

  2.1.5 Career path defined and goals are clearly defined; 

objectives and standards are contained in training 

programme 

Programme 

  2.1.6 Career development panels Policy 

  2.1.7 CPA/IRIS Policy 

  2.1.8 Group panel discussion and appraisal have 

- Separate committee for each discipline 

- Monthly appraisals 

- Annual appraisals 

- Ad hoc appraisals 

- Feedback to individuals on career progression 

- Specific guidance targets given on weak areas 

Policy 

  2.1.9 Monthly/ annual appraisals with mentors  Policy 

  2.1.10 SAP training and events  

    

 2.2 Technical 

development 

2.2.1 Compulsory courses & minimum standards of 

education: 

- Degree/diploma 

- Planned on job exposure 

- Ad hoc on the job exposure 

Policy 

 

 

Programme 

Programme 
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- Mentors are properly trained on all aspects of technical 

training 

Policy 

  
2.2.2 MONTHLY REPORTS ON 
PROJECTS 

Policy 

  2.2.3 Computer systems & skills  

  2.2.4 Risk assessment  

  2.2.5 Legal knowledge  

  2.2.6 Completed list of practical exposure  

    

 2.3 Management 

Development 

2.3.1 Management training programmes are 

implemented and training applied on the mine 

Policy 

  2.3.2 Cognitive skills identified and practiced in 

workplace/ used in selection and promotion processes: 

- Commerce 

- Finance 

- Production 

- IR/ Disciplinaries/ Grievances/ Conflict management 

- HRD 

- Administration 

- Quality Control 

- Health & Safety 

- Computers/ IT knowledge 

- Management information 

- Facilitation of meetings 

- Analytical ability 

- Judgment 

- Creative thinking 

- Decisiveness 

- Flexibility 

- Strategic thinking 

Assessment tools and reports 

 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 
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- Planning/organizing/ controlling 

- Initiative 

- Assertiveness 

- Verbal persistence and effectiveness 

- Communication verbal/ written  

- Negotiation 

- Oral presentation skills 

- Self-development 

- Leadership individual/ supervisory skills 

- Team building 

- Presentation skills 

- Problem solving 

- Drive 

- Change management 

- Coaching and mentorship 

- Leadership team 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

  2.3.3 Mentors are properly trained on all aspects of 

cognitive and management development training 

Strategy plan 

  2.3.4 Compulsory courses required before promotion 

considered 

Policy 

    

 2.4 Self-development 2.4.1 Mind & body Programme 

  2.4.2 Life skills Programme 

  2.4.3 Ethics & values Programme 

  2.4.4 natural laws of universe Programme 

  2.4.5 Environmental awareness and responsibility Programme 

  2.4.6 Social responsibility & engagement Programme 

  2.4.7 Counselling & trauma management; skills to deal 

with accidents; deaths; and Life threatening diseases 

Programme 

  2.4.8 Culture management (OCA) Assessment 
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3. GOVERNANCE AND 

CONTROL 

3.1 Control & funding 3.1.1 Central control & funding Policy & procedure 

  3.1.2 Integration of training & development with overall 

management & operational processes 

Policy & practice/ mine standard 

    

 3.2 Performance 

management 

3.2.1 Electronic/ IT based objective system to provide 

clear measurable feedback  

 

  3.2.2. Behavioural competencies defined & applied Assessment 

  3.2.3 Targets, goals & job requirement Assessment 

  3.2.4 Performance outcomes integrated into career 

development reviews 

 

  3.2.5 Reviews conducted: 

- Monthly 

- B-annually 

- ANNUALLY 

 

  3.2.6 Performance linked to remuneration progression  

  3.2.7 360 degree leadership questionnaire (MLQ)  

    

 3.3 Talent management 3.3.1 Identification of high flyers & promising candidates  

  3.3.2 Candidates given wider exposure & higher level 

training outside of normal career path (fast tracking) 

 

  3.3.4 360 reviews undertaken on higher level candidates 

to determine performance & development needs 

 

  3.3.5 Use of assessment centers to objectively screen 

talent 

 

  3.3.6 Leadership development programmes  

  3.3.7 Executive development programmes  

  3.3.8 Link with equity plans  
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 3.4 Committees, support 

structures and 

organizational structures 

3.4.1 Organisational structure  

  3.4.2 Organisational levels 

- 2 layers 

- 3 layers 

- 4 layers 

- 5 layers 

 

  3.4.3 Support committees   

 

 

The next table provides detail of the cognitive skills referred to in table 1 in 2.3.3 above: 

Table 2: Areas that require attention in cognitive and business skills development within training programmes  
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COGNITIVE SKILL 

 

 

REQUIRED STANDARD 

Commerce Has extensive knowledge of the company 

as well as the broader commercial 

environment. Can project or forecast future 

trends, which impact on the company. 

Finance Has professional insight into all accounting 

principles involved in financial 

management. 

Production Has an in depth knowledge of production 

and technical processes. Can overcome 

problems and is able to improve production 

in terms of changing the production 

process when necessary. Can improve the 

utilization and output of machinery and 

equipment. 

Industrial relations Has extensive knowledge of disciplinary 

and grievance procedures. Has knowledge 

of labour legislation and how it impacts on 

the workplace. Can handle negotiations 

and grievances effectively.  

Human resources Has a professional knowledge of all 

disciplines in HR management. Has 

extensive knowledge of all terms and 

conditions of employment applicable to his 

area of responsibility. 

Administration Has specialist knowledge in terms of the 

development and implementation of admin 

systems that can affect the organisation. 

Understands ISO principles and systems. 

Quality Has a thorough understanding of 

specifications, quality standards and all 

processes and controls related to all 

operations. 

Health and Safety Have a thorough knowledge of H&S 
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procedures and a broad understanding of 

the MHSA. Understands the impact of H&S 

on the organisation. 

Computers and IT knowledge Has a complete and thorough knowledge 

of: 

• Computer hardware 

• Software utilization 

• Project management  

Management information Has ability to develop information systems, 

interpret information and utilize information 

in decision-making and during the process 

of strategizing. 

Facilitation meeting Has credibility in terms of leading a 

meeting. A well respected leader who 

achieves results through meetings via an 

efficient process. 

Analytical ability Can display the ability to analyze situations 

where information is very abstract, subtle 

and undefined. Can identify future 

problems through personal conceptualizing 

and creative thinking. Excellent in terms of 

conceptualizing and analyzing information.  

Judgment Can consider the most possible 

implications of actions and decisions. 

Implications can be very subtle and 

undefined, and have an impact across a 

broad spectrum. Has a high level of 

conceptual thinking. Can continually look 

at the development of alternative courses 

of action. 

Creative thinking Displays a very high level of originality and 

creativity, which is evident at all times. 

Decisiveness Can make decisions that may affect the 

organization as a whole. Can make 

decisions where information is abstract, 

subtle and undefined. 
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Flexibility Can constantly adjust to a variety of 

competitive situations and new information. 

Personal flexibility is related to success in 

the organization.  

Planning/ organizing/controlling Displays an exceptional ability to formulate 

strategic short-term and  

long-term plans. Effective in  

co-coordinating activities of others from 

various sections in achieving goals. Can 

address contingencies via management 

controls. 

Initiative Continual generation of original ideas and 

solutions to problems. Displays a high level 

of originality and creativity. Displays high-

level pro-active skills. 

Assertiveness Has a high capacity to display 

assertiveness behaviour and to persevere 

with our views, either individually or as a 

team. Can persevere no matter what the 

obstacles are. Effective in handling conflict. 

Verbal persistence Demonstrates a high level of perseverance 

on work tasks, as well as an ability to 

persevere in pushing a team to complete 

work tasks. Can persevere no matter what 

the obstacles are. Can work under extreme 

and constant time stress. 

Flexibility communication Can communicate effectively in groups and 

with individuals. Is logical and convincing. 

Displays a high level of originality in 

reasoning. Reacts effectively to arguments 

of others. Communication has an effect on 

the organization. 

Negotiation Can lead a negotiating team. Displays a 

wide range of negotiating 

styles/techniques. Can resolve issues and 

reach agreement with others without due 
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delay. 

Oral presentation skills Can make regular presentations in face-to-

face as well as group situations. Can 

present structured ideas clearly and with 

enthusiasm/impact. Proficient in the use of 

visual aids and body language. 

Presentations have an effect on the 

organization. 

Written communication Can accurately overview a written report, 

instruction etc. Has a high level of impact 

in writing. Is original and creative in 

influencing others. Has an exceptional 

knowledge of styles when conveying ideas. 

Self development Continually strives for “perfection” in terms 

of personal development. Plays a major 

role at work and in social interactions – 

enhancing self-development. 

Leadership “team” Can combine the capabilities of people 

from a wide range of disciplines into a 

cohesive team. Can blend the goals of 

different teams into a greater 

organizational whole. Is aware of team 

attitudes, strengths and weaknesses. Is 

exceptional at empowering teams across 

divisions. 

Leadership individual Can lead effectively and efficiently leading 

to the maximization of cost-effectiveness. 

Is highly skilled at motivating individuals 

across the organization. 

 

5. FINDINGS 

 

5.1 Findings at the global training and development level 
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Research to identify the effectiveness of response programmes has been conducted 

from a multi tier framework. This has looked at the broad frameworks and processes 

that the various mining houses have implemented. It has further attempted to verify 

and validate the effectiveness thereof by conducting interviews and coalface 

observations with identified employees presently being developed within the system. 

The audit of these programmes revealed the following: 

 

• All the companies interviewed had a framework in place that clearly described 

the development paths for individuals who were seen to be in the category for 

development to a higher level of management, typically of section manager 

and above. 

• The framework and accompanying programmes for middle management 

professional type supervisors, that are the subject of this report, were 

however, less clearly defined and were not readily known or understood by the 

candidates interviewed. Formal programmes especially for the non-graduate 

sector were notably absent in some cases. 

• High levels of technical content are prescribed for the development of 

production and technical support trainees, but measurement, assessment and 

candidate screening were somewhat vague. 

• A myriad of supervisory development programmes exist, but do not in all 

cases show clearly how they are linked to the needs of the individual in the 

workplace.  

• Little or no reference to individual self-development is made and practical life 

skills’ training is not evident in many areas.  

• Strong evidence is available that technical programmes are being developed 

in-house. These have trimmed out much of the peripheral waffle that is 

included in commercially available material. The use of theory coupled with 

practical examples from local workplace experience is being used to very good 

effect. 

• Management training, on the other hand, has not undergone the localization 

process and is mostly restricted to a once off exercise delegated to an outside 

organisation that has no reference to the individual’s work place needs and 

circumstances. The findings of the researchers are that individuals have 
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difficulty linking the theory back to the practicalities of the workplace. The 

learning experience is consequently of limited duration as there are few 

supportive structures in place to entrench and grow the newly acquired skills.  

• Individuals are thrown into practical experiential processes and end up 

learning how to “manage” the technical and manpower requirements of the job 

by being taught the ropes by their subordinates or inadequately experienced 

and untrained mentors. The result of this is a gradual loss of the essence of 

the good practices and a lack of new thought processes being injected into the 

position.   

• From a framework and process perspective this clearly shows there is little 

identification of support roles and actions that must be taken in order to ensure 

effective and sustainable application of learning on the job.   

• Programmes have mechanistic time frames that have no reference to the 

individual’s growth and development. Budgets, Employment Equity targets, 

inflated and unrealistic expectations of trainees, and production demands 

dictate time frames. 

• Measurements relating to an individual’s growth and performance are often 

vague and subjective and are weakly managed. 

• Little or no emphasis is placed on the individual being responsible for his/her 

own development. This is often impossible due to the structural constraints of 

organisations that only allow for promotions and appointments where 

vacancies exist. The provision of mentors is made, but is subject to the 

limitations described above. 

• Programme intervention objectives do not clearly identify indicators or 

measures that can show how and to what level of competence each objective 

has been achieved. 

• Career path planning is often vague and subjective with individuals being told 

their promotions will be dependant on their performance. Sadly the required 

performance often remains a mystery and is only revealed at annual appraisal 

time rather than on a regular and responsive basis. 
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5.2 Findings at the individual level 

 

5.2.1  Research context 

 

Continuous Shifts: 

 

The very recent introduction of full calendar operations – a ‘four by four’ working time 

arrangement at two operations had significantly impacted on the structure of 

particularly the mine overseer’s job and his interactions with his immediate sub-

ordinates, the shift bosses.  While operators and supervisors generally appreciated 

the additional social time, and appeared to make the personal adjustments fairly 

readily, the mine overseers who remain on a regular morning shift were placed under 

additional pressures as a result.  The overseers were consequently caught up in 

managing the transition and were not consequently generally in their ‘normal’ 

operating mode during the time of the study.  

 

This new continuous working time arrangement has resulted in a fundamental shift in 

the organisation of the mining production process.  The sense of ownership of a 

particular working place has dominated mining in a way epitomized by few other 

economic sectors and the occupations, which serve them, with the possible 

exception of agriculture.  The proprietary sense of ‘my section’ where the physical 

infrastructure, equipment let alone personnel is familiar and ‘owned’ to a very 

meaningful degree, is fractured under continuous operations.  In a ‘four by four’ shift 

arrangement, a mine overseer junior manager has four shift boss supervisors 

alternating in the same environment.  Each reports to him, yet are never on shift at 

the same time.  The managerial tasks of co-ordination are immeasurably increased. 

The responsibility for the mine overseer’s area of jurisdiction, while generally 

considerably reduced when compared with Mine Overseer’s (MO) sections of the 

past, remains the same.  Yet the subordinate shift bosses are far less likely to 

continue to attach the same degree of personal ownership of their sections as before. 

Coordination and planning between them is critical if the MO is not to become 

overburdened as tends to occur.  
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One respondent managed this change by continually saying: “I don’t have four shift 

bosses. I only have one” thereby forcing the required additional co-operation and the 

enhanced communication required to expedite his production goals.  In practice, 

however, the message had yet to adequately get through. By way of example, one of 

his shift bosses was alarmed to find ‘his’ picks missing from the shared office where 

they were stored four days earlier in preparation for his next four days stint 

underground. 

 

Making inroads into the ‘culture of blame’ becomes both more challenging and critical 

under continuous shift arrangements.  The MO concerned, for instance, entreated a 

miner to assume responsibility despite his attempt to shift blame for a sub-standard 

procedure to the incumbent of the job who had preceded him.  This MO’s managerial 

style was to hold whoever was on shift responsible for the existing state of affairs. 

The miner continued – in the absence of his MO – to point fingers to those who were 

less than diligent in keeping the section up to standard. Tellingly, however, the miner 

did not know where the pump was installed to mop up excess water impacting on 

floor conditions and which he had failed to monitor. 

 

This instance aptly illustrates the kind of traditional supervisory tasks MO’s were 

performing and the fairly widespread occurrence of managers supervising activities 

at lower levels than their function strictly defines.  This was the same MO who had 

yet to break through the structural impact of the new shift arrangements.  The 

technically correct response, to address the matter or such similar events with the 

responsible shift boss, was found time and again not to have occurred.  Junior 

managers inevitably were unable to resist resorting to the traditional ‘hands-on’ 

approach appropriate to the supervisory function.  This resulted in often becoming 

swamped in the details of organising production on a day-to-day (even moment-by-

moment basis) and the subsequent erosion of time to spend planning and managing. 

 

The benefit, however, of being able to spend time with respondents in this fluctuating 

and less than stable situation was that it brought what the literature review identified 

as ‘the circumstances of the job’ to the fore.  This enabled the assessment of 

competencies and the complex nature of the junior manager’s job to stand out more 
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vividly than would have perhaps been possible under more settled operating 

circumstances. 

 

Training 

 

The depletion of skills and experience, which appears to be fairly general within the 

coal industry has resulted in something of a skills vacuum underground. Certain 

stability has been lost.  There appear to have been two institutional responses at the 

operations visited designed to address the issue.   

 

The first has been to construct skills programmes by ensuring that groups of 

personnel attend and complete appropriate ‘baskets of skills’. This has been driven in 

addition by recent legislation.  

 

The second has been to institute various forms of mining optimization programmes 

where experienced miners have often been brought back into the industry in a 

consultancy role or organized into teams intervening around specific issues or 

directly production problems.  

 

The first may be pitched at too high or abstract a level and be insufficiently practically 

orientated to the actual situation men face underground, The second initiative might 

not have always been driven sufficiently strongly despite welcoming signs of 

success, but these are recent developments and require more time to enable 

systematic assessment. 

 

In both cases, the lack of direct information to syllabi or programme details of 

Coaltech stakeholders precludes anything more than assumptions.  

 

Overall operational context 

 

The three companies manifested certain distinct organizational cultures and 

structures.  The way in which men worked and managed, despite their individual 

characters and styles, was not unrelated to their distinct organizational environments.   
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An attempt is made here to briefly schematize these specific environments.  This 

applies only to the actual business areas where fieldwork occurred. 

 

Colliery A can be characterized as formally hierarchical, yet relaxed at the personal 

level and well resourced organizationally and infra-structurally stable.  

 

Colliery B could be characterized as less formally hierarchical, in organizational 

transition and moderately well resourced at the infra-structural level.  

 

Colliery C could be characterized as informal, significantly flattened organizationally 

and undergoing both organizational and infra-structural transition after a spate of 

ownership changes in the past few years. 

 

Summary of findings 

 

1. Overseers are profoundly stretched for time and under considerable 

pressure. The pressure of time, a continuous round of unplanned 

arrangements needing to be made and the consequent lack of an orderly and 

controlled working day were found to characterize the MO’s job in all of the 

operations under review.   

 

2. Organisational activities occupied the bulk of managers’ time. While mining 

personnel often extol the virtue of mining in that ‘every day is different’, the 

strong impression left on researchers was that the extent to which this 

happened appeared somewhat dysfunctional to effective management and 

operational excellence. Comparisons with previous research in mining 

contexts became inevitable.  A lack of regular pattern, rhythm and systematic 

attention to ensuring that systems and procedures were being implemented by 

subordinates was manifest largely throughout.  This contrasted with the more 

established, settled and disciplined style of the ‘old generation’ of overseers – 

in one instance occupying the office next door. 

 

The positive aspect of this continuous round of activity was the degree of 

contact and interaction with the workforce in general. Respondents arguably 
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exercised a considerably greater degree of visibly felt leadership than the 

older generation. 

 

3. A seemingly ad hoc style of managing – forced by the situation - was found 

to predominate. None of the mine overseer respondents could readily be 

classified in terms of any particular management style. If any characterization 

can be made it would boil down to a people-orientated, hands-on approach. 

Time was certainly made for an exceptionally wide range of requests by an 

equally broad band of subordinate personnel making requests or requiring one 

or other form of assistance.  Responding to a stream of such requests and 

enquiries virtually obliterated any sense of hierarchic chain of command, yet 

reinforced the pivotal nature of the MO’s job.  The image of a market 

impresses itself on the participant observer, blurring the traditional distinction 

between manual execution and the more cognitive role of management. 

 

Different men managed this largely, though not entirely endemic situation, in 

ways, which, despite their differences, were remarkably similar. One MO was 

more often going out to the problems arising while another appeared to have 

the issues requiring attention come to him. The strong similarity remained the 

immediacy of contact with a range of subordinates and complete absence of 

any hint of irritation, aggravation or anger regarding constant interruptions 

respondents faced.  Personal relations consequently appeared of an informal 

and strong character. The respondents all appeared to operate with an ‘open 

door’ policy and were highly accessible to those under their leadership. 

 

4. “Traditional’ as opposed to more ‘scientific/systematic’ forms of operating 

remain wide- spread. Where respondents displayed strong similarities with 

their older generation counterparts was in their style of motivation.  Despite 

expressed claims not to motivate subordinates with ‘presents’ and tokens of 

appreciation such as cool drinks or braais, (or even the promise of a bottle of 

brandy to cut down the time for a belt extension) such practices were 

observed to continue even in the absence or withdrawal of such 

institutionalized reward systems.  While fully aware and capable of articulating 

and claiming to practice the more sophisticated scientific managerial strategies 
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preferred by their companies, the respondents would justify traditional reward 

systems by saying how much the men appreciate them.  One respondent was 

careful to explain how a balance needed to be maintained, as the issuing of 

‘chicken tickets’, cool-drinks, presents of household commodities and braais 

had been used as a ‘form of bribery’ and that they had grown to be expected 

by operators and were even demanded.  Purchase vouchers were his 

preferred form of motivating instrument. 

 

5. Regarding training of sub-ordinates, this again appeared to have echoed the 

past.  MO’s would rather arrange for a practical demonstration of how they 

wanted a task executed as opposed to reliance on scheduling a training 

programme.  The difference lies precisely in the extent of a general 

preparedness to become involved. One MO traipsed his shift boss - who 

insisted his method of doing a belt extension was best - to where he had 

previously worked as a shift boss to witness a belt extension on another shaft 

where they ‘had got it right.’ The promise of a bottle of spirits, however, failed 

to achieve the desired effect for either of the planned Friday or Monday belt 

extensions in two different sections.  The principle of demonstration remains a 

sound one nevertheless. The moral of the anecdote is that there clearly was 

no standard way of doing a belt extension within the company or if there was 

this was not being consistently instituted.  This seemed surprising given the 

regularity of such a standard operation.  A recent comment of an MO on 

platinum mine is perhaps apposite. “We spend our time trying to make the 

guys efficient when we should simply make sure they are effective.” 

 

The broader observation is the disjunction between the coherent suite of 

skills development training on offer and the actual practices 

underground. 

   

5. Men were managing others across occupational levels down to operator level. 

It is not specific to coal mining that the South African mining industry could be 

said to being ‘dragged down’ organizationally as supervisors and managers 

are working two or more levels lower than the principle of only managing the 
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layer below ones own, is seemingly widely transgressed.  The vicious cycle 

set up is that planning and ‘overseeing’ proper suffers.   

 

6. Overseers constitute a clearly pivotal – and contradictory/balancing - role in 

operational success. The central role of particularly the mine overseer junior 

manager is without doubt of central significance.  In this respect the weight of 

the past exercises its authority.  Respondents were keenly aware of their role 

as fulcrum between the labour force and management responsible for the 

business.  All had thoroughly internalized the organizational culture of their 

companies. Mission statements, rules and procedures, the priorities of 

balancing safety and production and the like were readily articulated.  Yet the 

hard realities of production underground continually put these orientations 

under pressure. Systematically working to the letter of company systems and 

procedures was not always deemed possible. While one respondent denied, 

another agreed that it was necessary to ‘take short cuts’ in order to get the job 

done. 

 

The dilemma supervisors and managers face on a regular, if not daily basis is 

how to deal with the tensions germane to the job. The legal responsibilities are 

onerous, the rulebook is thick and the demands of production unrelenting. It is 

testimony to the caliber of the men interviewed – along with their compatriots 

within mining as a whole - they manage to perform the balancing act. Men 

certainly perceive themselves as adaptable and assume this balancing role as 

par for the course.  This structural tension characterizes the supervisory and 

junior management role and respondents exuded quiet pride they were able to 

perform it well. 

  

7. Different organisational structures powerfully framed the nature of the 

job. (Organisational structures influence the quality of leadership) 

Respondents were found to cope well with the specific organizational and 

infra-structural conditions, which framed their working lives.  Individual 

management styles were limited or enhanced by these conditions.  For 

instance, at Colliery A where the overall context was a well-organized one, 
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the possibility of greater regularity and controlled rhythm was manifest in the 

junior management role.   

 

8. The degree and nature of managerial support is mixed and varied.  

 

At Colliery C a significantly flattened organizational structure was in place, a 

remarkably deep and sustained individual mentorship was in evidence and 

had been preceded by mentoring at colliery manager level. The respondent 

exercised his authority in a quietly firm, confident and systematic manner. 

There was an almost studied casual thoughtfulness about the operation, with 

evidence of considerable leeway and independence exercised at MO level, 

more akin to production manager at other more formally structured operations.  

The operation was emerging from a phase of transition where strong individual 

leadership had been permitted to exert itself.  The old established shaft was 

gearing towards improving its sparse infrastructure. The MO had arranged his 

own office accommodation from available resources within the group. Of all 

respondents this MO exercised the greatest degree of independence. 

 

At Colliery A well-established and stable infrastructure exists, the 

management style was formally distant, mirroring the sense of distance from 

the shaft and had conserved an extraordinarily respectful and even genteel, 

yet friendly etiquette.   Men came to this MO’s office and meetings with his 

shift bosses were well arranged. The technical expertise of the MO was 

impeccable and acknowledged as such by his superior.  There appeared, 

however, relatively little organisational space for semi-independence 

(Initiative) or latitude in the more formal managerial style in and around the 

offices including that of the MO concerned.  The possibility of acquiring 

‘additional’ stores, the contents which had been revealed during the course of 

hunting down exemplars of different pick sizes, filled this MO with an obvious 

envy at a colleagues essentially ‘private’ or ‘hidden’ stores apparently less 

frequent in the more deeply entrenched organizational systems than 

characterizes the industry at large.   
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Colliery B displayed a quiet, more informal management style, actual 

managerial command was most visibly strongest. The struggling shaft in the 

throes of transition understandably manifested underlying tensions and a not 

entirely integrated management team.  Here mentoring and management 

support for the newly appointed MO were essentially completely absent. This 

MO and his peer had to fend for themselves. This is not to say there was no 

encouragement for the junior manager, but this was only evident higher up, 

not at operational level, once again revealing an instance of senior managers 

managing two levels below them by way of the emotional support they 

provided lacking with respect to his immediate superior.  This MO’s personal 

style was considered inordinately relaxed, interestingly not only (and un-

approvingly) by his own superior, but also by a miner who had previously had 

him as his shift-boss and was found at Colliery C.  To turn his section around 

was proving a big challenge. This challenge was not met and the respondent 

had been redeployed out of his core production position. 

 

9. Exemplary instances of ‘on-the-job’ mentoring were identified, including 

across racial categories. Mentoring was strongly individual, personal, 

sustained, pitched appropriately and located at the correct level at Colliery C.  

 

At Colliery A, while it was less evident, the immediate superior had clearly 

performed the overall organizational work to facilitate the work of the junior 

manager concerned by way of having ensured the removal of impediments to 

his functioning optimally. This superior was himself a ‘new generation’ 

incumbent, yet so integrated into the managerial echelon in the context where 

so-called black advancement/development/affirmation had been 

institutionalized that the rubric is inappropriate.   

 

There was an absence of mentoring at Colliery B between the respondent 

and his immediate superior as well as a tension with a ‘old’ generation’ peer, 

primarily due to the strategic appointment of the respondent (to prevent him 

being ‘poached’) into the MO position in the absence of his formal attainment 

of his MO’s ticket. The peer had over 20 years experience, was an acting MO, 

also not having yet attained his MO’s ticket (due he said to time constraints) 
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and was successfully managing two sections, ‘back-to-back’ and a raise 

project.  The situation was a classic instance of the structurally induced conflict 

between ‘old’ and ‘new’ generations in the current development context. 

 

10. Expectations of junior managers are inordinately high. The junior 

manager mine overseer function remains the one where conflicting pressures 

coalesce. Demands from managers above and subordinates below converge 

on the mine overseer.  A note of explanatory analysis is required at this point. 

 

Traditionally the mine overseer was in virtual absolute command of his 

underground sections. The captain’s word was not questioned and mine 

captains through their shift bosses and white miners often ruled exclusively 

black operators straight forwardly by fear. MO’s managed demands from 

above by commanding and enforcing authority downwards. With full 

enfranchisement and unionization of the general workforce and the gradual 

entry of supervisors and junior managers previously excluded on racial 

grounds, this racially structured managerial style was subject to change and 

with it the nature and character of its deeply entrenched authority. Given the 

pivotal location of the position this has had organizational implications and 

consequences in both directions. The workforce challenges supervisory and 

managerial leadership underground.  Management requires behaviour 

consonant with new political realities.  The mine overseer is squarely caught in 

the middle - but this is not news. 

 

Across the mining sector where ‘old generation’ MO’s have achieved the 

demanding change to a non-racial mindset required of them, the results have 

often been astounding. From the transformation of personal relations 

through to leaps in productive efficiencies have been evidenced.  

Colliery C is a case in point and openly admitted by the person concerned. 

Where this transformation has not occurred tensions abound. 

 

Where a younger new generation has entered into the position the situation is 

less clear-cut. The new incumbents lack experience in the technicalities of 

mining, managing men and meeting the nuanced suite of skills management 
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requires under changed both local political and global economic conditions.  

Correctly, new incumbents are both unable and unwilling to manage the 

workforce in the old way.  While generally relations established with the 

workforce are considerably healthier than before, the new MO’s are subject to 

rising expectations, are learning the job of managing the underground 

production process as they go along and learn, communicate and implement 

new managerial systems and orientations in the process in order to achieve 

not only their own new found ambitions, but also meet the expectations 

required of their status as development candidates. Suffice it to say the 

expectations bearing on them are inordinately high.    

 

Remarkably, where there is either a strong personal mentorship or 

organizational stability facilitates development, the respondents are 

succeeding admirably.  

 

11. Individual commitment of overseers is exemplary. Whatever the pressures 

of the job, respondents displayed an unpretentious fortitude and strong 

commitment to responding to the demands placed on them.  That no 

complaints were ever encountered from mine overseers by researchers is 

remarkable in a particularly grumble prone occupation. 

 

12. ‘Fast tracked’ junior managers generally lacked sufficient working 

experience and generally made up for by extraordinary enthusiasm and pride 

in their jobs. Where individual mentoring had taken place the accrual of 

and benefits of actual experience was most rapid.   

 

13. Company training offered was generally deemed useful, but inadequate to 

the broad range of competencies overseers expressly required. 

 

14.Relations and communication between younger ‘new generation’      

overseers and the workforce are stable and generally exceptionally good.  

 

The MO’s at Colliery B – the respondent and his peer – specifically noted that 

while they felt they were providing their shift-bosses, miners and operators 
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with adequate managerial support and relations throughout appeared healthy, 

the same could not be said of the support they expected and required to 

function optimally. 

 

15. ‘New Generation’ respondents encouraged supervisory participative and 

initiatory style of building teamwork. The over-riding constant in managerial 

styles was one in which suggestions and ideas were solicited from 

subordinates, predicated on effective oral communication in the vernacular of 

operatives and supervisory subordinates. 

 

16. Practical, example based ‘hands-on’ demonstrative supervisory guidance 

strongly in evidence. One of the distinct differences between the old and 

new generations was that of the respondents made good - though not always 

successful - use of practical demonstration underground to ensure tasks were 

performed in the way they specified.   This occurred either directly or through 

the use of a proxy. 

 

17. In terms of woman in management it was found that there are very few if any 

woman in management. Those that have achieved this status have resigned 

not long thereafter, due to lack of support. It is their opinion that they were 

not taken seriously by either white or male colleagues and hence the lack of 

support. On top of all the other stresses highlighted in this document, woman 

in management have found the task unbearable and most have felt forced to 

move on to other career options. (See interview – Appendix B) 

 

5.2.2 Identification of success factors and performance barriers 

 

Success Factors 

 

• Close mentoring 

• Strong personal relationships 

• Communication with workforce 

• Remuneration and participation in periodic bonus schemes 
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• Respondent awareness of having bridged the workforce/management divide  

• High levels of ambition 

 

Performance Barriers 

 

• The seemingly and overridingly ad hoc nature of the job. 

• The considerable demands and expectations of relatively inexperienced new 

generation overseers 

• Respondents impacted by under-staffing at lower levels 

• Instances of inappropriate affirmative advancement noted 

• Lack of ‘tailored’ and ‘man-specific’ training  

• Advanced programmes matching expectations for further advancement 

• Unsystematic identification of future junior management role players 

• Lack of trust and acknowledgement of independent knowledge/style of 

overseers expressed as inhibiting factor by respondents 

• Lack of individual recognition and acknowledgement of good performance 

• Instances of undue micro-management and interference in day-to-day 

activities of respondents expressed as lack of confidence and de-motivating 

• Evidence of resistance to changing context by peers of new generation 

• Lack of production materials forces reversion to traditional operational 

practices 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In summary, it appears that significant amounts of training are provided and that 

junior managers and supervisors are highly motivated and committed. Despite this, 

development of junior management remains problematic and this is exacerbated by 

the economic, political, technological and social context in which managers find 

themselves. 

 

6.1 Areas that require business and cognitive training  
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• Commercial exposure 

• Financial skills and basic accounting principles 

• Detailed exposure to technical and production processes 

• Industrial relations knowledge 

• Administrative skills 

• Understanding of quality specifications; standards; processes; and controls 

• Good knowledge of health and safety 

• Computer literacy 

• Project management skills 

• Facilitation & negotiation skills 

• Planning, organizing and controlling skills 

• Oral presentation skills 

• Written communication skills 

 

6.2 Attributes of a potentially successful manager 

 

At the junior manager level one cannot expect that a comprehensive list of attributes 

would be perfected, however junior managers should be screened for evidence of the 

ability/potential to develop these attributes: 

 

• Analytical ability 

• Problem solving ability 

• Sound judgment 

• Creative thinking ability 

• Decisiveness 

• Flexibility in order to adjust to constantly changing circumstances 

• Initiative 

• Perseverance 

• Communication skills at the individual and team level 

• Values self-development  

• Ability to mobilize a team 
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6.3 Framework within which these recommendations should be 

implemented 

 

A strong need exists to infuse the training framework and associated processes into 

practicalities of the workplace and could probably be best achieved in the following 

manner: 

 

1. A simplification of the framework and processes to allow all involved 

parties a clear understanding of how things work and desired outcomes. 

 

2. A clear allocation of tasks and responsibilities that ensure that candidates 

understand they are responsible for their own development. 

 

 

3. The provision of life skills that will equip junior managers with the tools and 

skills necessary to enable them to carry out their responsibilities in terms of 

their development programmes. 

 

4. Identification of career path planning that is specific to the developmental 

need of the individual being developed and within an appropriate time 

frame for that manager’s developmental level. 

 

5. Training needs to be “customized” to fit with the organizations culture and 

expected behaviours within the organization. 

 

6. A mentorship programme is vital for the successful development of junior 

managers, particularly in situations where fast tracking becomes inevitable. 

Mentoring has a double-edged advantage in that both the mentor and 

mentee benefit from the processes. Moreover, development is more 

effective because close monitoring is possible and coaching takes place. 

This system is also cost effective and despite the shortcomings of many 

mentors it achieves better results than external or impersonal training 

programmes. 
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7. The provision of proper mentorship training and evaluation skills to 

selected mentors to assist them in managing and monitoring the 

development of their mentees. 

 

8. Woman in supervisory and junior management positions that are based 

within production, require more support and acknowledgement. Senior 

management should legitimize these positions so that these women are 

seen to have credibility. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF JUNIOR MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 

FOR THE COAL MINING SECTOR IN THE FUTURE –QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

An expanded questionnaire based on the following key number of different themes, 

as defined by a typical Skills Analysis Framework, was applied. 

 

THEME 1: MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

 

1.1 Please define the term supervisor / junior management as it pertains to your 

organisation. 

 

1.2 What is the management structure in your organisation? (Organogram) 

 

1.3 What is the organisations’ management philosophy? 

 

1.4 How does the organisation implement/ manage the above? 

 

1.5 What support are junior managers/ supervisors given from senior 

management? 

 

 

THEME 2: STRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS (POLICIES & PROCEDURES) 

 

 2.1 What recruitment/selection policies and procedures do you implement?                                                                   

   in appointing junior manager / supervisory personnel? 

 

2.2 What system/ procedure do you follow in preparing an individual when                   

training? 

 

2.3 What procedures do you following in ensuring the successful outcome of the 

training? In other words, how is it applied on the job and the success thereof 

measured? 
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2.4 Do you have any mentoring/ on the job coaching that supports the junior 

manager/ supervisor in their role? Please elaborate. 

 

THEME 3: TASK REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.1 What soft skills/ training do you expose junior managers/ supervisors to: 

 

3.2 Do junior managers/ supervisors have specific job descriptions or specific job 

objectives against which their work and can be measured? 

 

3.3 What method of training appears to achieve the most success in terms of 

preparing junior managers for their roles? 

 

THEME 4: INDIVIDUAL/ ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT 

 

4.1 Do you have a performance management tool/ process to evaluate 

performance in junior management/ supervisory responsibilities? If so, is it a 

360°-performance management tool or an individual review, please elaborate? 

 

4.2 How do you utilize the results to enhance good performance or address poor 

performance? 

 

4.3 How do you recognise/ reward good performance? 

 

4.4 On what basis would you decide on promotion into management? 

 

 

 

 

THEME 5: INDIVIDUAL NEEDS/VALUES  (This section is to be explored with the 

junior managers identified for the study) 

 

5.1 Which training modules received were helpful in fulfilling your role as 

supervisor and why? 
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5.2 How do you align your personal management philosophy to that of the 

organisations management philosophy? 

 

5.3 Do you have a mentor or coach that you can test your ideas/concerns with? 

 

5.4 What rules/ guidelines do you have to assist you in achieving your goals/ 

targets? 

 

5.5 How useful is your job description or specific job performance areas in 

achieving your objectives?  

 

5.6 What career path have you followed in order to arrive at the position you 

currently hold? 

 

 

 

THEME 6: INTERVIEW WITH THE SUPERIOR OF THE IDENTIFIED JUNIOR 

MANAGER 

 

6.1 What attributes in your opinion make him a successful manager? 

 

6.2 What attributes in your opinion hinder his success? 

 

6.3 What do you as his superior do to enhance his good performance? 

 

6.4 What do you as his superior do to address his areas of poor performance? 

 

6.5 What in your opinion is missing in terms of his skills development and 

performance? 

 

6.6 How does the culture/ management philosophy support this person to 

achieve/or hinder him in achieving his objectives? 
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THEME 7: INTERVIEW WITH THE SUBORDINATES OF THE IDENTIFIED JUNIOR 

MANAGER 

 

7.1 Do you feel you are managed in a way that enhances or hinders your 

performance? 

 

7.2 Are your aligned to his management style? Please elaborate. 

 

7.3 What good management attributes, in your opinion, does he have? 

 

7.4 What management attributes, in your opinion, is he lacking? 

 

7.5 What development do you think this person needs to be exposed to? 

 

7.6 How does he recognise you for good performance? 

 

7.7 How does he address poor performance in the group? 

 

7.8 Do you think your manager gets support from his superiors? If so, in what 

way? 

 

THEME 8: INTERVIEW WITH THE PEERS OF THE IDENTIFIED JUNIOR 

MANAGER 

 

8.1 What attributes in your opinion make him a successful manager. 

 

8.2 What attributes in your opinion hinder his success? 

 

8.3 What in your opinion is missing in terms of his skills development and 

performance? 

 

8.4 How does the culture/ management philosophy support this person to 

achieve/or hinder him in achieving his objectives? 
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Appendix B  
 

Interview with recent female entrant in mining 

 

Where were you born and when? 

 

-Mount Frere in the Eastern Cape in 1978 

 

What is your highest standard passed? 

 

I matriculated at Holy Cross high school in Umtata in 1995, went to Wits Technikon in 

1996 to do Physical Metallurgy and changed to Mining in the following year. I got my 

NHD in Coal mining in November 2000 and B Tech Mining Engineering in November 

2003. 

 

What did you want to be when you were young? 

 

When I was doing standard seven I wanted to be a lawyer, in standard five I wanted 

to be a soldier and in standard 9 I wanted to be a miner. 

 

When did you decide to join the mining industry? What inspired you to do so? 

 

When I was in standard nine. I went to a career center and learnt about mining, in the 

same year there was the much talked about Vaal Reefs accident. Probably I was a 

sadist or just liked living dangerously, and then I decided mining is for me. I also liked 

the physical aspect of it, so instead of being just a soldier, now I would be an 

‘educated’ soldier 

 

Did you ever predict/ anticipate any challenges? How did you plan to overcome 

them? 
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Yes. I knew the work was very physical, but being a sports woman for the most of my 

school life, I was ready and fit. I thought of the physical work as a way of getting 

more fit. Mentally I was prepared as well for the challenges from the black labour 

force. Because of the black culture, I thought they would not accept a black woman 

giving them instructions. 

 

Can you share with me the challenges you were facing at Colliery B and how 

did you over come them? 

 

I was quite wrong about the black prediction, they accepted me fairly well. Actually 

most of them were proud to see a black woman progressing in that field and hoping 

for their kids to do the same. The people who had a tough time accepting me were 

the whites, from artisan level upwards. They would make comments about the 

unsuitability of women to do mining. I was the first woman to work underground in the 

group, no one was prepared. There were no ablution facilities underground, I had no 

change house at the shaft when I started and for a long time, I had to go to another 

shaft to shower at end of shift. I put a stop to that by refusing to go underground until 

I have a shower on site, as the bus always left me due to my traveling up and down. 

So eventually I got a toilet sized change house, which did not have hot water. I wrote 

the matter in the complaint book as required by law, told the mine overseer in charge 

of services for about three weeks until I involved the union. Then the water was fixed. 

And by the way, the mine overseer did not want to speak English, and I could not 

speak Afrikaans, so he would get irritated, answer in Afrikaans, and try to make out 

what he was saying.  

 

Why did you leave Colliery B for De Beers? 

 

‘Racism, sabotage, unprofessional working conditions. Every white, including the 

production manager, made the working conditions unbearable, maybe to prove that 

women can’t make it. The final straw was when the senior foremen kept reporting 

every wrong thing that I was doing, even lying to the production manager, and I 

decided I have had enough working with fools. I was not educated to endure shit. A 

lot happened in Colliery B, and I kept being strong because I had known mining was 

not going to be an easy thing, and I did not want to be seen as a loser, give up and 
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make many people happy, so I hung on. Before I wrote my Mine Manager’s 

certificate of competency, I was promised I would then be in a position to do projects, 

have responsibility for this and that. I passed the exam and became the first black 

woman in South Africa to obtain one, I could sense the disappointment in the guy’s 

voice when I told him I had passed, and nothing came of the promises. In other 

mines, when one obtains that ticket, they are promoted to Paterson band D. I heard 

rumours that I was going to be appointed on D. The HR person called me to sign one 

afternoon and I asked what band it was and she said C. I told her I heard that it was 

going to be D and she said I must ask the HR superintendent. I called him and he 

said it was like that, but someone suggested I get more training. And training was 

Colliery B’s hymn until people left. They were also good at promoting black people 

just to window dress by giving them frustrating jobs without any responsibility until 

they resigned. After I left, they promoted two black guys who finished school after 

me, without managers’ tickets just to make them stay”. 

 

Do you have any other stories you heard from your female colleagues who are 

working in the mining industry? 

 

There was one who worked at Sasol and moved to Anglo coal, at least was well 

looked after. It differs from mine to mine. There is one who says she wants to leave 

Middleburg mine, a sister mine to Colliery B; she just says she is frustrated.  

 

Is there anything else you would like us or the Chamber of Mines to hear with 

regards to the challenges faced by women/ opportunities women have in the 

industry? 

 

The mining houses will always give statistics about how they are bridging the gap, 

but what really goes on in the mine will remain a mystery. One cannot always run to 

the superiors and report this and that. I was still at liberty to report all that happened 

in Colliery at Head Office, but then my working life and relations would be terrible. I 

don’t regret moving to De Beers, I am putting my qualifications to good use, there are 

results expected from me, the working environment is professional and I have a clear 

career path.  
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